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Improving performance by efficiently implementing tools and techniques from the
quality movement throughout an organization requires using teams - the right
teams, teams in the right structure, and teams devoted to the right projects and/or
processes. Each team must act within the context of the organization's entire
quality/business effort. Each team must have its place within an established, formal
hierarchy of teams at all levels of the organization. And each must undergo its own
"life cycle" from formation to excellence, a life cycle that depends on planning and
support from the leadership of the organization.
Three Types of Teams. Teams for implementing and managing the quality effort are
different than work teams. While some teams may be permanent, many are
temporary. A sample overall team structure is shown below.
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The hierarchy includes teams of three types:
•

An executive leadership team (ELT)

•

Process steering teams

•

Project improvement teams (PITs).

The executive leadership team and the process steering teams are permanent parts
of the organization. Project improvement teams respond to specific issues; they
dissolve as the issues are resolved.
"The ELTprovides
overallleadership

... "

Teams for the
Sake of the
Business Only

The executive leadership team provides overall leadership to the improvement
effort. (This team can go by names other than ELT;it's the concept behind the team
that's important, not the name.) The executive leadership team:
•

Establishes the mission, vision, and values

•

Develops a business architecture

•

Establishes executive-level owners of key processes

•

Conducts company-level assessments

•

Develops company-level improvement plans and priorities

•

Establishes, sponsors, and charters process steering teams

•

Establishes, sponsors, and charters company-level improvement project teams

•

Maps company-level leadership processes

•

Ensures that improvement projects integrate with overall company processes

•

Manages the empowerment and accountability of subordinate teams

•

Advocates and communicates TQM concepts, goals, and structure inside and
outside the business; "walks the talk."

On December 20,1993, "the new corporate model" made the cover of Business
Week. One of the seven key elements of the horizontal corporation - along with
emphasis on organizing around process and on training for employees - is teams.
"Use teams to manage everything," states the article.
Teams can help business performance, but the extent to which teams are used
effectively throughout an organization, and the types of teams used, depends upon
the needs of the business. Reorganizing everyone into work teams to accomplish the
goals of the business may not be appropriate. "Lone Rangers" may still be required
- they simply have to understand key business objectives and business processes.
We've found that one of the main objectives for organizing into work teams is to get
away from functional "siloism," where the demands and perspective of a particular
discipline - engineering, sales, etc. - tend to blind employees to the goals of the
company as a whole. Multidisciplined work teams, the reasoning goes, can focus on
a particular process. The problem - process siloism often replaces functional
siloism. The broader corporate mission still is unrealized; the corporate part still is
optimized rather than the corporate whole. Teams should exist for the sake of the
business processes; teams should not exist simply for the sake of having teams.
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The ELTis permanent. The business may already have this team in place under the
guise of some sort of cross-functional senior committee; with enough emphasis on
quality, this committee becomes the ELT.Members remain in their functional areas,
providing (through their roles on the ELT)the control and direction necessary for
organizational improvement.
"Each process
steering team
focuses on a
particular process ... "

Working at lower levels than the executive leadership team are process steering
teams. Each process steering team focuses on a particular process and searches for
improvement opportunities. The team prioritizes the opportunities, then determines how each opportunity fits into the overall business strategy handed down
from the executive leadership team. A process steering team can be the process
team or leadership team for a major location - such as a plant - or for a process
such as sales. Cross-functional in either case, the process steering team:
•

Identifies function/process business architecture

•

Conducts assessments

•

Devises improvement plans and priorities based on the company plan

•

Builds a function/process-level measurement hierarchy

•

Establishes, sponsors, and charters improvement team projects

•

Maps and improves selected processes

•

Ensures that improvements are properly integrated into the organization

•

Manages the empowerment and accountability of improvement teams

•

Provides support and resources to improvement teams

•

Reports improvement results to the executive leadership team.

Process steering teams, like the ELT,are permanent. Members are from various
functional disciplines and may be involved in the process to be improved as participants, suppliers, or customers (internal or external). Membership on the team is
usually not a full-time job, although one or two of the members may spend most or
all of their time in team activities.
Process steering teams deploy strategy to lower levels by sponsoring and chartering
project improvement teams consisting of stakeholders in the areas to be improved.
For example, a team with the charter to improve the product development process
might include representatives from engineering, marketing, R&D,finance, business
planning, and manufacturing. By incorporating the points of view and expertise
from the various functional areas, the team has a much better chance of effectively
implementing improvements than any single individual acting alone or any collection of individuals from a single function. The cross-functional team interaction is
likely to expedite the improvement process, and it will also provide a vital synergy
likely to make the improvement more effective. (Again: PITs are not equivalent to
work teams. The members of work teams are busy performing the daily work of the
business.)
Improvement teams:
•

Prepare project plans

•

Assess improvement potential

•

Design and test improvements
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"Improvement teams
make the
improvements ... "

•

Prepare plans for deploying their improvements

•

Oversee and support deployment

•

Report deployment results

•

Assess issues of integration

•

Recommend or negotiate integration with other processes and systems.

Improvement teams make the improvements the organization is looking for. In
terms of the metaphor we use in The Quality Roadmap, this is where "the rubber
meets the road."
Project improvement teams work at any level. An improvement team comprised of
members of the executive leadership team may work on high-level projects. Other
teams are active at the middle management level and at the working level. Unlike
the ELT and steering teams, however, PITs are temporary, dissolving once their
chartered improvements are in place.
Not Just Teams. Three other elements in a team structure help companies implement quality and operate with quality. Sponsors are connections between different
types of teams. Sponsors charter improvement teams, act as advocates for a team,
help it obtain resources, help clear roadblocks, and provide reward and recognition
to the team. A sponsor is a major stakeholder in the team's objectives; the sponsor
may even be the owner of the process to be improved. It is the sponsor who is the
link between the improvement team and the executive leadership team or steering
team.
Also with a vital place in the team structure is the organization's chief executive.
The CEO chairs the executive leadership team and provides overall strategic direction to the TQM effort. Active leadership and a strong commitment from this person
are essential to the success of a quality effort.
A third crucial element is communication. Not only must overall direction and
strategy be formulated by the ELT and steering teams, these must be communicated
to the project improvement teams. Otherwise the PITs will remain adrift in a sea of
corporate ambiguity with no destination, no direction.
Benefits of a Hierarchical Team Structure. What does this hierarchical structure
add to the TQM effort? It allows for a strategic deployment of resources toward
improvements that will most benefit the organization. It also allows TQM efforts to
be integrated by virtue of the attention being paid at the highest levels of the
organization.
Each improvement team is chartered and sponsored by a higher-level team. This
means that no "dangling" teams waste effort on misguided missions, projects we
classify as "water cooler" projects. Each team has a specific focus; each team has a
well-defined direction.
Within this framework, strategic direction and investment resources flow from the
top down. Improvement results flow from the bottom up.
Establishing Teams. As they're chartered and organized, teams go through a rather
predictable series of stages in their development. In conjunction with our strategic
partner Prism Performance Systems (PPS) and Prism Custom Development Services
(PCDS),we've developed a model for team development - a model that can be used
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to accelerate the development of teams and prevent the development of
dysfunctional teams. More about that model in the next issue of Pursuing
Performance.
Whether or not an organization reorganizes into a horizontal corporation using work
teams (see the accompanying sidebar) depends on the nature of an organization's
business. We believe that the use of teams in implementing quality into an organization requires the use of properly structured and chartered ELTs,process steering
teams, and PITs. These teams are crucial to any quality effort.

This article is adapted from The Quality Roadmap: How to Get Your Company on
the Quality Track - And Keep It There, authored by the principals of SWI •
Svenson & Wallace, Inc. See Page 14 for more information about this book.

When Is It Justified, When Not?

Making a Case for Training
by Guy Wallace
In a recent project, we identified more than 500 distinct training needs within the
client corporation. Approximately 50 of the needs were being addressed by existing
training. Should those other 450 be addressed?
We helped another client quantify the Performance Improvement Potential (Thomas
F. Gilbert's "PIP") in the area of CAD-CAMoperations; the PIP amounted to millions
of dollars annually. Should that performance gap be closed?
"Because we can
define a training
need doesn't mean

Just because we can define a training need doesn't mean that the need should
always be met. Determining and quantifying a training need/performance problem,
even one costing millions of dollars a year in nonconformance, may not automatically warrant the expenditure of corporate funds to address that problem, even
though the problem seems to scream out to trainers for resolution.

that the need should
always be met. "

The decision to spend thousands or millions of dollars on training is a business
decision, not a training decision. Trainers should have no vested interest in whether
a particular need is addressed. One of our responsibilities as trainers is to help our
clients make good business decisions about the value of training relative to other
organizational opportunities.
Many, but not all, of the 500 needs we identified for the first client will be
addressed. They will be addressed on the basis ofreturn on investment (ROI), on
how much value the dollars spent resolving those needs will return to the
corporation compared to other potential corporate expenditures. (Training is, of
course, only one bucket into which corporate resources are strategically tossed.)
In order to allow our training clients to evaluate the investments we propose, we
must:
•

Use the language and numbers familiar to management - e.g., ROI

•

Present the language and numbers in a familiar format - e.g., a business case.
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Management has a fiduciary
responsibility to use corporate funds to the best advantage of the corporation.
Management should only spend money on a training project if the ROI for the
project compares favorably to the ROI for other potential investments.
Calculating

the Return on Training Investment.

The ROI percentage can be expressed as:
[Return - Investment]

-0-

Investment

A training investment of $50,000 a year that returns $75,000 annually has an ROI of
50%.

We contend that we can substitute either Gilbert's Performance Improvement
Potential (PIP) or the Cost of Nonconformance (CONC)for "Return" in the equation
above. CONC is the potential value of performance minus the actual value of performance.
The potential value of performance, like the return, can be very difficult and problematic to measure; we prefer to use instead a simple but real cost of performance,
for example as measured by the salaries of the performers. One hundred performers
earning $35,000 a year gives a benchmark of $3.5 million for 100% proficient
performance.
If we assume that our 100 performers actually work at 50% proficiency, then the
actual value of performance is $1. 75 million, resulting in a CONC (or a PIP) of $1. 75
million annually: $3.5M minus $1.75M.
Spending a million dollars a year to bring this workforce to a proficiency of 100%
yields an ROI of 75%: [$1.75M - $1.0M] -0- $1.0M. Bringing it to 90% proficiency
yields an ROI of 40%.
Training ROI calculations are really much more complicated than this. Not all
performers start at the same level of proficiency; they may not reach 100% proficiency after training; and factors such as scrap and rework, schedule slippages, sales
volume, and lost opportunities may not be factored in.
We believe that a better model for calculating training ROI is one that often understates the return. How can the model understate the return on investment? We tend
to use very conservative numbers in our calculations. Here is the algorithm we used
to calculate the CONC for our CAD-CAMclient.
$30K
Average loaded
salary of CAO-CAM
performer

X

25%

X

Average job time
spent using
CAO-CAM on the job

800
Number of
CAO-CAM
performers

X

50%
Average deficiency
level of a
CAO-CAM performer

=

$3M
Value of
deficiency of
performance

The assumptions for this sample calculation are that:
•

The average loaded salary of a CAD-CAMperformer in the organization was
$30,000.

•

The average CAD-CAMuser spent 25% of his or her working time using the
system (some used the system more than others).

•

There were 800 CAD-CAMusers.

•

The average deficiency level was 50%.

With these numbers, we calculated the value of the performance deficiency to be
$3M.
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But in reality, the numbers were low. The average fully loaded salary was significantly higher than the $30,000 we used in the calculation above - it was $50,000plus. And the number of CAD-CAMusers was upward of 1500 ... or even 3000 the client wasn't sure. Plugging those numbers into the algorithm gives CONCS
ranging from $9.37M up to $18.75M. These are all potential annual savings that are
left on the performance table.
In addition, some estimates of performer proficiency (estimates made by the performers' own management) were far below the estimates we used in our algorithm
- as low as 25 % proficiency! The hourly cost of using the CAD-CAMsystem
wasn't factored into our algorithm (to keep it as simple as possible). Neither were
the costs of potential rework or scrap caused by deficiencies in performance.
Our relatively simple algorithm, using numbers generated by the client, showed just
how serious the performance gap was - and how large the potential return on
investment for the training we had scoped. Even with a multimillion dollar price tag
on the training, the ROI was phenomenalso phenomenal, in fact, that the executives we were working with did not want the number to appear on paper.
Obtaining Management Buy-In for Training ROI. Presenting the training ROI in a
successful business case means obtaining and packaging a variety of data. Find out
what is an acceptable return in your organization and what kind of ROIs management has been achieving lately. Get management to help you generate the figures
that will go into your business case - that reduces later disputes over the validity
of the figures. Keep the model relatively simple; you could factor in an increase in
sales volume to your training return, but figures like that - valid or not - are open
to dispute because they depend on so many other variables, such as the state ofthe
national economy. The more complicated your models are for calculating costs and
returns, the more difficult it is, in our experience, to get the models accepted.
Because of the high visibility of the quality movement, we suggest that you use
terms derived from disciplines of quality, productivity, and finance.

\
\

Be aware, also, ofthe politics of your situation. A multimillion dollar CONC may
make the "owners" of the CONC feel wary that others will perceive the gap as a
measure of their own incompetence; the client may, in such cases, be reluctant to
use the "real" CONC numbers. With our CAD-CAMclient, the amount of scrap
caused by the relatively low proficiency level of the performers became an extremely sensitive issue; the cost of scrap attributable to the performers would have
been very expensive. We wound up ignoring the issue and excluding the factor from
our algorithm.
When you feel that you have a training case that makes sense from a business
perspective, package and present your proposal as a genuine business case in a
format accepted in your organization. Help your client come to a decision based on
a business perspective, not a training department perspective. That allows you to
become a business champion, not just a training champion.

Portions of this article are adapted from a longer piece by Guy Wallace that appeared in ASTD's Technical and Skills Training Journal in May/Iune of 1991. The
article contains additional detail on calculating and presenting training ROI. See the
Journal or contact SWI for the text of that article.
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Personal Profile: Diane Wagner
by Ron Grossman
For this issue, Pursuing Performance departs from standard operating procedure.
Instead of having our own writer do this issue's employee profile, we asked Ron
Grossman for his impressions of Diane Wagner, SWI Senior Associate. Ron, who
shares his life with Diane, is a reporter for the Chicago Tribune.
As a shortcut to understanding
what makes Diane Wagner
tick, let me echo (a polite way of saying "steal") a saying of
Hillel, greatest of the ancient rabbis. Once, he was confronted
by a wise-guy student willing to bet the rabbi couldn't teach
him the Torah while the impatient young man stood on one
foot.
Save your money, Hillel replied.
"All you need know is this: Don't do unto others what you
wouldn't have them do to you," he said. "All the rest is
commentary. "
All you need know about Diane is that she lives according
the good rabbi's version of the Golden Rule.

to

Now here's the commentary.

Diane Wagner

Of an evening, she and I will be sitting around reading the newspaper. To me, such
is the most solitary of activities. I love to wrap the pages psychologically
around me,
using reports of mankind's foibles as a screen against the outside world.
Diane reads with one hand. In the other, she holds a little clipper that she takes to
one page after another, snipping out this and that article while exclaiming:
"Oh, look at this! I just know Judy (or Marlene, or Don, or Andy, etc., etc.) would
love to see this."

"Uh ... yeah," I reply in the distracted

voice native to my gender.

By next morning, each of those newspaper clippings will already be enclosed with a
little note in a stamped envelope, ready to be mailed to friends and clients all across
the country.
Last October while we were vacationing in the south of France, Diane spotted some
ceramic tiles in a shop, just perfect for a friend's birthday present. The birthday in
question was a good five months away.
It's not hard to see where Diane comes by that bottomless capacity to empathize
with others. Her parents hadn't much in the way of material goods to bequeath her,
being simple working folk. But their legacy was infinitely more valuable. Diane's
mother (who died a few years ago) and father (now 89) were immigrants from
Czechoslovakia. They lived in the New World according to the same communal
ethic that had sustained their peasant ancestors. Think of others first, second, and
third. Never complain. Save for a rainy day. If it's sunny, save anyway.
After growing up on Chicago's West Side and in Cicero, Diane attended Northern
Illinois University, where she studied English literature. Although the actual mileage between the neighborhood where she was born and De Kalb, Illinois isn't that
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great, a Chicago immigrant neighborhood and a college campus were cultural light
years apart in the 1960s. But in bridging that gap, Diane learned to accept difference
as a fact of contemporary life. Indeed, she acquired a taste for diversity that persists
to the present. Our townhouse walls are covered with pottery and photographs
collected on travels to various countries.
The experience of straddling two worlds - street corner society and the ivory tower
- gave Diane a kind of anthropologist's eye which, in her professional life, she has
trained on the various cultures of corporate America.
"Youmust remove
your own intellectual
blinders ... "

After completing an advanced degree in psychology, she helped run a community
mental health center in De Kalb. That was no mean trick on the Middle American
prairies, where Freud and the mysteries of the human psyche are hardly daily table
talk. That taught her the basic lesson every teacher or business consultant must
learn: to help people, especially those under stress, you must remove your own
intellectual blinders and take a look at how the world seems to a student or client.
Eventually, Diane returned to Chicago where she worked for the Legal Services
Corporation, a federally funded program to enable poor folk to have their day in
court. The experience provided her with a kind of do-it-yourself course in power
and politics, as she witnessed the varying clashes of interest that determine public
policy.
Later, she was struck by parallels in the power relationships that define the playing
field in corporations. Her professional philosophy rests on the axiom that a successful consulting engagement begins with identifying the tensions between individuals
and the organizations in which they work.
From Legal Services, she went on to the IBM Corporation, where she worked as an
internal consultant for more than ten years. For much of that time, she was stationed in New York, commuting back to Chicago weekends to keep up with family
obligations. She also enrolled in a doctoral program in adult education at Columbia
University. She's just now processing the data for her dissertation, a study of how
people actually use the much-touted, high-tech computers and communication
tools currently transforming the American workplace.
Last year Diane joined SWI.
Watching her return from consulting engagements, she seems happiest not when
she's had the spotlight. Rather, she'll be more enthusiastic when reporting having
helped clients learn a trick or two they never suspected themselves capable of. In a
Buck Rogers age of high technology, it's easy to overlook the human dimension of
the workplace. But Diane believes that the fanciest of gadgets don't lead to profits
unless the people using them bring to work with them every day an intelligence, a
spirit of cooperation, and a willingness to share experience.
So, to this stranger to the business, at least, it seems that the secret of being an
effective consultant may come down to never forgetting do-unto-others lessons
learned at your immigrant-parents' kitchen table.
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The SWI PACTsM Process

Phase 4 -

Training Development/Acquisition

by Guy Wallace
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Project
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This article is the sixth in a series describing the SWI PACT'M Process for training
design. We include under "training" all methods of deploying awareness, knowledge, and skills to target audiences. Training methods may include orientation,
education, training, on-the-job development, cross-training, and so forth. The
PACT'M Process covers both our approach to Curriculum Architecture design and to
custom course development.
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In previous articles in this series, we've covered the analysis and design that precedes the development of training courses. We've also covered the project planning
and organization involved in such an effort. In this article we cover:
•

Make/buy considerations for "filling the blanks" in the curriculum design

•

The "standard" approach to acquiring training modules

•

A shortcut method for acquisition

•

Considerations for training module development.

The ideal approach, in our opinion, is to always go through the full-blown PACTSM
Process Analysis (Phase 2) and Design (Phase 3) even if we think up front that we
may "buy" modules instead of "make" them. Phases 2 and 3 give us the data we
need to either develop or acquire the training modules in the curriculum. The
output of Phase 3 of the PACTsMProcess includes a Lesson Flow Diagram, Lesson
Specs, and Activity Specs for each of the modules in the Curriculum Architecture
design (see the last issue of Pursuing Performance). The approved design document
describes in detail exactly what is to be developed or acquired, including the ideal
lesson configuration and lesson activities for information, demonstrations, and
exercises. The design should have been thoroughly reviewed by the project's Steering Team, of course. Used correctly, this detailed and approved document can be
very effective during Development/Acquisition, and can allow developers to move
into Phase 4 with great confidence.
Training Modules: Make or Buy? Whether to buy or make is really an issue of
balancing the impacts of having a training program that might be just "okay" versus
a program that's more on target.

Make? Buy?

For example, filling a need for presentation skills training might seem like an
opportunity to take advantage of the courses available through the packaged training
marketplace. You could check out a number of courses and simply buy the best one.
But if you've done the homework dictated by a complete analysis and design, you'll
be able to assess make/purchase issues such _as:
•

Your learners' applications of presentation skills

•

What the training must do to help meet presentation performance objectives.
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Whether you decide to buy that "okay" course or build a more optimal course will
depend on the answers to a number of questions:
•

How many people in the organization will be affected by your decision? The
more people affected, the stronger the case may be for custom development.

•

How big an investment are you considering for the purchase? The higher the
investment, the more you might want to think about custom development.

•

Is the content to be delivered of strategic importance to your organization? If so,
the negative impact of a course slightly off target will be magnified.

•

How different are the situations in which the skills are to be applied? Presentation skills for a team meeting are different than those for a television interview,
a corporate board meeting, or a Senate hearing.

•

Do different stakeholders have strong vendor preferences for packaged training
solutions? In this case, perhaps a custom version integrating elements of several
different approaches is the best way to go.

Even a simple example like presentation skills training demonstrates that the
decision to purchase rather than develop may not be a "no-brainer."
Acquiring Training Modules. If you have done a full analysis and design for the
modules you intend to buy, you will have the ideal set of shopping criteria. Simply
compare and contrast the features of each potential purchase to your design. You
cannot expect to find a course configured exactly like your design; however, for
your desired modules you should be able to effectively evaluate:
•

Content items (information)

•

Example items (demonstrations)

•

Practice items (exercises).

What if you don't find anything close enough? You'll easily change paths from
"acquire" to "develop." You don't have to start all over; simply get approval from
the Steering Team, amend your project plan, and begin development.
The Shortcut Method of Acquisition. There are situations when it's appropriate to
simply buy the best program available and when the purchase may not need to be
done following the full-blown analysis and design we usually recommend. You may
have seen some of these situations.
For example: Was the needs analysis done politically rather than professionally?
Has a high-level manager uncovered a need to be addressed by a preselected training solution, and is the manager intractable enough so that no one will challenge
his or her solution? If that's the case, go directly to "Purchase" without passing
"Go," especially if:
•

Not that many people will be affected by the decision.

•

The investment is moderate.

•

The impact of the content to be delivered is not of strategic value and lacks a
high-enough potential return on investment.

•

You have a great training evaluation system in place (giving you more than just
"smile sheet" data), and you will be able to later judge the purchase choice
based on data and not opinion.
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In this case, you have an opportunity to skip a battle and get back to dealing with
higher-impact training issues. Buy a program.
If you can't do a full and detailed analysis and design, there are shortcuts for coming up with the criteria you'll use to shop for the training you're going to purchase.
Talk to members of your target audiences to find out what they want and don't want
in their training. Capture:
•

Their preferred delivery method (CBT,classroom, readings, video, etc.)

•

Minimum and maximum length of training tolerated

•

The preferred amount of interaction

•

Applications and situations in which the skills will be used

•

Preferences for specific content, case studies, and exercises (we once had a
client R&Dgroup object to the "simple" examples used in a prospective packaged course on quality tools).

The insights you gain via these conversations will help you narrow the range of
options you find in the packaged training marketplace.
Data Gathering for Development (More Analysis?!). If you'll be developing the
courses in your Curriculum Architecture, the data you've gathered during analysis
and design provides most of what you'll need. The Performance Model will be
especially useful. However, during development you'll gather more targeted information from subject matter experts (SMEs) and master performers (MPs) on topics
relevant to particular training modules. The Performance Model will be the vehicle
for doing more targeted analysis; you won't have to start from square one.
Most of the time, data gathering is done through interviews with subject matter
experts or master performers for specific tasks or knowledge/skill items. The purposes of the data gathering step are to:

Targeted micro
analysis

•

Get specific "how-to" techniques for relevant situations

•

Find real-life examples to use in the training

•

Discover significant "variations" on the target task. For example, if the target
task is to develop a budget, variations might include dealing with cross-department projects, currency exchange rates for international projects, a lack of
available forecast data, ambiguity - whatever barriers to performance exist.

One of the Phase 4 ground rules is that only minor changes to the design are allowable. The Steering Team is told up front that minor tweaking might have to occur
after the design is approved. SMEs and MPs who know that the design they're
seeing has been sanctioned by the Steering Team can (hopefully) be restrained in
their enthusiasm for redesign. You yourself will achieve insights during this phase
that will allow you to deliver a better product; and you should be allowed to do so,
but your goal at this point is to keep changes evolutionary rather than revolutionary.
To Test or Not to Test: Developmental Testing. We feel that training developers
should perform internal and informal developmental tests during this phase as they
see fit. For example, it's usually worthwhile to tryout exercises to ensure that
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instructions are complete, that learners have enough information to answer questions, that exercises are not too difficult and not too simple, and so forth.
However, much of the time the structure of the content - and the way it's expressed - is rather arbitrary; one appr?ach will work just as well as another. Be
aware that if you ask for opinions on content and expression during a developmental test, you will surely get those opinions, along with the consequent rework (and
potential schedule slippages). Unless you feel there are substantive issues on which
you'd like interim feedback, it may be better to let the pilot test in Phase 5 give you
the feedback you want and need.
We suggest that for Phase 4 you subscribe to the realistic notion that you will
deploy imperfection and then continuously improve rather than deferring deployment for perfection. That continuous improvement is what Phase 5, Pilot Test, is all
about.

Continuous
Improvement ...

We also have an opinion on whether to conduct those infamous, time-consuming,
unnecessary walk-throughs of each and every page (or screen, etc.) of the training
under development. These are a developer's nightmare. A walk-through usually
degenerates into The Great Wordsmithing Contest of Arbitrary Choices and Developer Dis-Empowerment. In our experience, very few meaningful changes occur
during Phase 4 walk-throughs. In fact, walk-throughs usually increase cycle times,
increase costs, detract value, and demean developers through the implied micromanagement of their work.
The work we've done over the years has given us a
good exposure to the product development process in a number of industries. We've
found that the world outside of training has learned a number of lessons that we can
apply to our own product development process if we're not too proud. Indeed, the
PACTSM
Process borrows concepts, precepts, tools, and techniques from both
product management and the quality movement. Some of the lessons we've learned
are:
Lessons from Other Worlds.

,

\

•

Detailed planning is a must.

•

Communicating to test understanding and manage expectations is critical.

•

Front-end load your process with all the inputs from all of the stakeholders;
don't rush into development before getting everyone's "stakes" placed.

•

Don't add new players (SMEs) along the way unless absolutely necessary. They
disrupt the process and cause rework. If they must be brought on midproject,
spend a lot of time letting them know what's gone on before, the decisions that
have been made, the tradeoffs for those decisions, and the rationales.

Whether you make or buy, develop or acquire, the work you do during
preceding phases of the PACTSMProcess serves you well. And when you finish
Phase 4, the outputs you have are ready for Phase 5 - Pilot Testing. That's the
subject of the next article on the PACTSMProcess in the next issue of Pursuing
Performance.

Conclusion.
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What Karen Found at Barnes

&

Noble

"There I was at Barnes & Noble," says Karen Wallace, "in the business section,
looking at books on - what else - quality. And there, right in front of me, was The
Quality Roadmap!"
What does one say when one unexpectedly encounters one's own, justpublished book for the first time in a bookstore? Does etiquette preclude
an "all right!"? Does one simply smile? Is it permissible to grab the arm of
a clerk and claim authorship?
Karen was somewhat unprepared because the January day she saw the
book was so soon after the book's expected availability date. But it was a
pleasant experience for the first-time book author to discover that at least
some discriminating bookstores are carrying the work she codeveloped
with her SWI partners.
Barnes & Noble browsers less familiar than Karen with the book will be
able to open the cover and find out more on the inside of the dust jacket:
"Whether your company is straying and struggling midway along the
quality path or has just begun the journey, The Quality Roadmap will
help you get back on the road. And you'll not only continue your journey,
but you'll see your destination clearly and understand why your company
is on this pilgrimage ...
"It's a pragmatic, universal planning model developed by the authors and the
Council for Continuous Improvement, a consortium of more than 140 qualityseeking companies. This model is based on patterns of success that both the authors
and the Council found in research and was created specifically to help you take a
long-range look at your company's quality efforts and figure out: Where are we now?
Where do we want to be? How do we get there?"
Heavy questions for the quality aficionado. If the answers to those dust jacket
questions are of interest to you, may we suggest a visit to your local discriminating
bookseller or a call to the book's publisher - AMACOM Books, a division of the
American Management Association, 135 W. 50th Street, New York, NY 10020;
1-800-262-9699. The book's ISBN number is 0-8144-5117-9, and the price on the
dust jacket is $24.95.
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About

~WI

Dick Hill, Ph.D., is the most recent addition to the SWI. Svenson &Wallace, Inc.
consulting team. Dick offers a broad background of experience across a spectrum of
industries. His 15 years with oil, gas, and petrochemical firms include line management, staff support, and internal consultant assignments. A recent assignment at
Amoco Oil Company with the Amoco Pipeline subsidiary involved restructuring
the organization from a traditional, functional, geographic structure to team-based,
product-focused, strategic business units. Dick has also developed productivity and
quality improvement programs across a range of industries. Dick holds a bachelor's
degree in business administration, a master's in business administration, and a
doctorate degree from the University of Wisconsin. In his free time, Dick enjoys
running, cooking, reading psychological and business literature, and listening to
jazz and classical music.
Janet James recently joined our production staff. She brings with her more than ten
years of experience in desktop publishing, graphic arts, and spreadsheets. Janet has
utilized these skills to create newsletters, brochures, education/training materials,
sales and marketing tools, software documentation, and CBT courses. Before joining
SWI, Janet contracted for AT&T,Arthur Andersen, General Motors, and Subaru
Technical Design Center. Off the job, Janet enjoys World War II history and classical
music.
Scott Carlson is the newest member of our administrative staff. Scott assists our
business manager with financial records, invoices, and our time-tracking database.
Scott has a financial background in both retailing and property management. He has
worked as the senior property manager of a property management company where
he negotiated contracts and managed the budget. In his spare time, Scott enjoys
golfing, gardening, and cooking.
Ray Svenson and Mark Schroeder, Manager, Learning System-Human Resources of
Amoco Production Company (APC),will present "Designing an Organizational
Learning System to Achieve Strategic Business Results" at the national NSPI Conference in April. They will discuss how Amoco designed and implemented a new
learning system integrating organizational development and training to help
achieve its strategic business goals. This effort, led by a cross-functional team of
APC personnel and supported by executive management, will allow APC to better
manage and coordinate resources across operating units.
j

Also at NSPI, Guy Wallace and Pete Hybert will present "Curriculum Architecture
Design Process," a systems approach for organizing training products required to
meet strategic business needs. This process integrates principles from the disciplines of quality, systems engineering, product management, instructional design,
and performance technology in a systematic approach for addressing the skill and
knowledge requirements of a business.
The Training and Development Strategic Plan Workbook, authored by Ray Svenson
and Monica Rinderer, was selected as a finalist in the publications/communications category for the NSPI 1993-1994 Awards of Excellence. The Awards will be
announced at the NSPI Conference in April.
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Karen Wallace presented "World Class Training" at the Midwest Training Conference in March. This session described the role of training in business performance,
provided a detailed description of World Class Training Systems, and outlined a
proven, four-phase strategic planning approach for its achievement. Karen and Ray
Svenson also presented "A Roadmap for Implementing TQM" at the ASTD-sponsored Best of America Conference in January. They also spoke about their book The
Quality Roadmap: How to Get Your Company on the Quality Track - And Keep It
There.
Dreama Perry presented "The TQM Roadmap and Operations Systems of the
Future" to the Northeastern Illinois University American Production and Inventory
Control Society (APICS) student chapter this past winter. Her presentation emphasized how critical it is for manufacturing companies to develop business architectures, especially in light of current trends toward globalization within the manufacturing industry. Dreama gave the audience an overview of the components of a
business architecture and an explanation of some of the benefits resulting from its
development.
We congratulate Diane Wagner on her new position as a member of the board of
directors of ibstpi (International Board of Standards for Training, Performance, and
Instruction). A nonprofit service organization, ibstpi works to improve performance
in a variety of professions. The ibstpi board is engaged in ongoing research dealing
with new standards and advances in the technology and measurement systems. The
next board meeting is in April at the NSPI Conference in San Francisco. For more
information regarding ibstpi, please contact Heather Castline at ibstpi publications,
800-236-4303.
SWI • Svenson & Wallace is pleased to announce that we have signed a new lease
with our current landlord. We are well underway to completing the expansion of
our new office by early April. We are happy to tell you that for the convenience of
our clients and friends, our address and telephone number will not change. Our new
office suite will include three meeting rooms, one large conference room, and one
training room. Stop by, visit our office, and see our new facilities!

Next in Pursuing
Performance:
• The SWI PACTsM
Process: Phase 5
• Simulations in
Training

Pursuing Performance is published quarterly for the clients and friends of SWI.
Our goal is to share specific applications of Human Performance Technology
and Total Quality Management technologies in order that organizations may
improve quality and productivity. Contributing articles are encouraged. Direct
submissions and comments to Jennifer 1. Freeland, SWI, 1733 Park Street, Suite
201,Naperville, IL 60563; voice (708) 416-3323; fax (708) 416-9770.
Copyright © 1994 by SWI, unless otherwise noted. All rights reserved.

• And more ...
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